
  

  

Worldwide access to current project information   
from your customized online database

When it comes to expertise and knowledge, Galleo is the number one hub for the global building industry. 

Showcase what projects you and your company is working on and which projects have been completed so 

far. To a worldwide audience! And with the advanced search function, you are just clicks away from finding 

the right source of inspiration and expertise for future projects.

  

Furthermore, Galleo is also the place to digitally secure, 

manage and unlock any project data. This way, colleagues 

from different departments can find whatever information 

they need, safe and swiftly. Plus, with just one press of a 

button, the required data is converted to a tender-ready 

reference sheet to assist in the procurement process. 

And by virtue of an API connection, every bit of relevant 

project information is also automatically displayed on your 

website. All in one database. With Galleo, your business is 

ready for a data-driven future. 
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Showcase your expertise to 
the global building industry 

Collaborate more effectively 
with co-workers

Save time on the tender process

Global Access to Local Experts



Save time on the tender process
With a personal account, every user administers his or her 

projects and expertise in the database. By unlocking information 

centrally, tender-ready reference sheets are easily generated 

into the required corporate design. Always with matching vision 

statements and in the right format!

Secure and manage project data easily
Users create their own input fields in the closed off project 

database section. This way, governing project information is 

easy as pie. Next to the option to save and store testimonials 

and publications, Galleo also offers numerous advanced image 

database options, e.g. the possibility to ‘tag’ photos.

All with the 
push of a button!

Digitally secure manage,
and unlock data

Increase the connection between co-workers

Tender-ready reference sheet 

“Galleo has managed to build a bridge 
between the ambitious younger generation 
and the more experienced generation, 
by making project information widely 
attainable.”

“To ensure our project data remains at 
focal point, insightful and accessible, 
good software is absolutely essential. The 
foundation offered by Galleo virtually met all 
our requirements.”

“Galleo provides users with the opportunity 
to bring to view what their company is 
working on, or has worked on in the past, 
with and without partners. By virtue of a 
super simple API link, projects are also 
automatically displayed on our website.” 

As all current project data is shared in one central database, Galleo is a powerful tool to help departments collaborate 

more effectively.  Workers have quick access into the expertise and knowledge of other co-workers, and they automa- 

tically receive relevant updates. This reinforces the interconnectedness. Plus, it stimulates internal knowledge sharing. 
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With Galleo:

• tender specialists generate, with the push of a button, reference sheets in various formats;

• the secretariat manages the procurable publications and testimonials for each project;

• each project team secures the acquired knowledge and corporate vision documents for each project internally;

• marketing-specialists collect imagery in an image database and connect these to corporate website(s); 

• ICT links, with an API, several applications like Power BI to the secured and adaptable database.

Start simple with Galleo
Getting started on Galleo is easy, and uploading projects is completely free of 

charge. To ensure the fruits of everything Galleo has to offer are fully enjoyed, 

there are several attractive subscriptions to choose from. 

For further inquiries, please contact info@galleo.co ve
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